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January 23, 1976

Dear Si

I aM pleased to mabalt to you a special interim report
of the national Advisory Council on the Education of
Disadvantaged Children.

The Council is reporting on the evaluations launched in
1975, by both the DREW Office of Education and the
National Institute of Education. Both evaluations will
exaMine the operation and effettiveness of programs which
Local Educational Agencies (LEAs) carry out under Title
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the Title
providing for compensatory education assistance.

We sincerely hope that our views and reconmendatIons will
prove beneficial.

Respectfully submitted,

Owen F. Peagier
Chairman

The Prealdent
The White House

Honorable Nelson Rockefeller
President of the Senate

Hon_rable Carl Albert
Speaker of the House of Representat±ves
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FOREWO

In 1973-74, the Elementary and Secondary Education Act
(E.S.E.A.) underwent broad, detailed review by Congress. The
result was Public Law 93-380, the Educational Amendments of
1974, enacted August 21, 1974.

Certain sections of FL 93-380 mandated that the National
institute of Education perform a major study of the operation
and administration of Title I, E.S.E.A. compensatory education
programs.

Section 821 of that Act also stipulated that the National
Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children
(NACEDC) "shall advise the Institute with respect to the
design and execution of such study."

The Office of Education also received i charge in this
field. Section 417A of the E.S.E.A. kmendments of 1974 called
upon the Commissioner of Education to present to Congress not
later than November 1 of each year comprehensive evaluations
and surveys relatilre to the Act. Section 151 of the Amendments
also commissioned the Office of Education to undertalce a broad Title
evaluation. The Commissioner of Education, it vas stated,
"shall provide for independent evaluations which describe and
measure the impact of programs and projects under this Title,"
Title I.

This too became a subject within the advisory scope of the
NACEDC not only -because of the Council's broad enabling mandate
but also because of the two itudies' coincidental timing and
common subject: a major Title I, E.S.E-A. maluation.



INTRODUCTION

Tbe report which follows presents a review and critique
the process, steps and arrangements involved in the now on-going
major evaluations of compensatory education by two agencies -linked
to the Department of Health, Education-and Welfare, the National
insticuto of Eduatlon and the Office of Education.

This is a case study of the birth, -ro th and problems it
desiga of a major Federal evaluation.

The Elementary and Secondary Education Act is a decade old.
I

Congress, in 1974, mandated a major evaluation of its Title 1,
by N1E, while adding language and emphasis to the on-going evalu-
ation respwlsibilities of OE (see. A.ppendix, herein).

The Legislative and Executive branches both face the difficult
task of fine-tuning the administration of not just one but hundreds
of social programs enacted within the past decade. This fine-eoning
requires the strongest body of evidence and insight, making possible
basic alterations and, when indicated, termination of programs.
Evaluation as a process is growing in importance as more and ma
attention in domestic programming focuses upon assessing and
improving results, especially cost-effectiveness.

The Council's report outllnes weaknesses in the way these
legislative and executive responsibilities now are being carried
out with respect to one program's evaluation, but with implications
"writ large" for the legislative and executive process as a whole.
The lessons to be learned, we suggest, include these:

That the Congressional practice of enacting much major
legislation late in a fiscal year does special damage
to researeh.projects whose design and contracting then
must be telescoped. A better effort muSt be made to
accord research A realistic time frame.

o That Congress and the Administration need to provide
improved oversight disciplining and-coordinating
separateagencieST tendencies to embark upon connected
research without coordinating Arrangements.

Mat the prac ice of assuming that varied agencies con-
cerned with a given problem natUrally will coordinate

-1
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carries Coo far a naive faith ingood administratiOnThe
Executive muat examiile the Pialem 6f 6i-ordination with more
realism and commitment. Its coordination is now too often
"after tine fact" ritualized and weak.

o Most-important of all, in the design of evaluations, there must
be a perception of the relationship of programs to problems
that goes beyond mere measurement, of a program while in progress.
What lasting impact does it have? What is its relative value?

,

Thus, the.issues are far broader that merely the obvious possibilities
f overlapping objectives and of administrative shortcomings; the issues
involved also include Congressional expectations (and timetables), inter-

.

agency coordination, tbe role of Advisory'Commissions and Councils.

The analysis which follows documents the need for modifications in
the two programs of study ( one by OE, the other by NIE) now underway
examining the effectiveness of Title I, E.S.E.A.

The major points are:

Mat between aE and NIE there be a common definition and tan-
dard of dfectiveness of compensatory education programs, taking
into consideration all the variables in a school district.

That betveen OE and NIE there be a common understanding regarding
what the local education agencies (MAO should be expected to
do and accomplish with their resources. For example, if reading
and math have appropriate high priority in basic education,
supported by state and Local funds, then what is the mile of
compensatory education 7

That the OE study de_:gn in particular be revamped to provide
assessment over a sufficiently long intervai severaVyears
longer thannow planned - to really test efficacy, lasting im-
pact and effectiveness - assessing student performance some
period after their Title I program exposure. Lasting impact is
the best measure of value.

Mat longitudinal studies should, in fact, be regular practice
in Title I and not a rare event. In ftct, the technique is so
valuable that it should be employed by states and at least the
largar school districts, albeit with smaller samples and lower
costs.

17lat both study de
actively explore a

- 2 -
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largely upon the rafinerne nt of present arrangements centered
around the school. What non-school processes would produce a
better educational dividend for c1300/student ?

A word about the Council's position. The studies involved now have
begun -- that is, contracts have been let, and actual work under contract
has started. Yet the Council has serious concerns regarding the design of
the present evaluations. The NACEDC recommendS that many of the questions
raised should be takea into account by those directing and managing these
studies as well as by higher officials who approved their activation and form.
For money is too precious and time always too short to permit these deficiencies
from happening or continuing.



T I

THE STtJDI5T BACKGROUND, DEVELOPHE T INITIA7ION

riefly tracing the anatomy of these studies helps provide pe
pective and also helps illuminate some of the problems involved in
Title I,E.S.E.A. evaluations' design and implementation.

Compensatory education became a major piece of social legislation
in 1965. In subseauent years, funding slowly expanded. So, too, did
concern over effectiveness. In 1972, Congress responded to Adm±n±stratlon
suggestions for reform, and adopted the strategy of focusing available
resources in those primary schools with substantial proportions of dis-
advantaged children, The Department of Health, Education and Welfare
suggested that a $300/pupil target sum was a level of funding which
the then-existing, and admittedly inconclusive research suggested as
the "critical mass" of aid for compensatory education at which there
was significant impact...the size, scope and quality to make a differ-
ence. Beyond this general funding level, it was suggested that any
marginal benefit from added money per pupil was not cost-effective.
Of the total resoureee available, now approximating $1.9 billion .per
year, over half ia spent in emphasis upon the school years kinder-
garten through third grade. Almost all the resources are applied
kindergarten through eighth grade.

Program Assumptions

One caanot evaluate a pr gram independent of that program's con-
text: the problem addressed, the assumptions made, and so forth. When
a program is designed, the Executive, Congress and others involved make
aseumptions determining the basic form in which the program will be
implemented, assuOptions shaping how the funding will be determined and
diabursed.

What are the basic assumptions behind compensatory education,
principally Title II' While a full answer would require extensive sum-
marization of legislative history and classroom practice over this
decade, certain major assumptions are obvious, we believe, from the
form in which implumentation has taken place:

1. That the slower rate of-learning on the part of children,
when manifeat, represents disadvantage on their pals

2. That the th'ols in which there are &preponderance of young
people pe orwlng below norms have not tried all they can.

- 4 -
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3. That the slower rata of learning on the part of educationally
disadvantaged children represents.a.condition that school systeMs
with focused, financial assistance could substantially overcome.

4. That a preponderant proportion of disadvantaged youagsters live in
areas with lower financial resources. Disparities of both home
and school have been interlocking. (The disparities are net all
negative. In many ways disadvantaged children grow up learning
special skills - e.g., survival skills - upon which schools need
to capitalize.)

5. That the schools as a delivery system represent an appropriate and
effective place in which to overcome the weak learning rate that
tends to be common among the disadvantaged.

6. That the regular curriculum and school budget could not adequately
provide for this-problem in schbol areas where disadantage was
prevalent. .That a major solution to these special needa required
special, concentrated, compensatory educational approaohes backed
by special federal funding but largely designed by educators at the
local level.

7. That special federal funding would sour the development of new and
innovative techniques to accomplish what conventional education had
failed to accomplish. That local schools knew their youngsters'
problems and needs best, and with extra money could institute
advances to help them learn better.

That in-_ ea ed educational attainment would lead to increased em-
ployability and productive citizenship.

So came Title I, E.S.E.A., a decade ego.

It was one of the major products of the 1960's, _hat era of social ferment
and wide-ranging initiative seeking reuedies to the discontent and gaps between
Yiave's and have-not's in our society. From the Voting Rights Act to Bead
-Start-,-the-tra-songht-to-strengthen the performance-of existing institution
te bring the poor into the political process, and to remedy the causes of
discontent including little dividend from conventional K-12 education,
handtcapping the disadvantaged in employment and socio-economic status.

Many of the social programs enacted in the 1960's mainly were "envelopes"
for a federal investment in a problem Ln many respects this applies
to Title I. Second, and with special relevan-e to Title I, even educators
themselves always have lacked precise naans for predicting what learning
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dividend, if any, should flow from a given level of ffriartcia1 co
And probably for good reason: for to effect such predictability would re
quire a centralization, standardization and even regimentation of education
out of keeping and out of place in the kmerican character and scene

Evaluation ss not a PaLi ova af the eltiZess vayiety in ffectivenes
local leadership prodNces, because that emdZess 14,Ln:eV is ssential, in -iv
Jystern. In fact, differences in baokronud avc1 clevelopmen wriderclu ar*
ageurnption that educatioNal attainrent corpaiiabZy be a4-]o.ssed,

This makes national assessment of the operationL of a program s
compensatory education very difficult and, more important, frought with
the danger of producing findings homogenized into misleading national
set of statistics... averages and norns bearing little relevance to eacb
particular case. The measurements applied have widely varying relevance
notwithstanding the sincere efforts by progran administrators to develop
objective appraisal instruments ("culture-free tests", etc.).

We have similar res o s about ,the efficacy of evaluat ns of
the administration of programs, the special pmphasis of the liLE program
of studies. Every evaluation of compensatory education to date has indi-cated that there have been insignificant or only slightly significant
gains. There also has been difficulty in comparative 'surement beyond
Che local level.

The compensatory educ= Vitle of tbe Elementary and Secondary
Sclucation Act in fact assumes dnis, by its basic feature of raking ava lable
federal funds to local programs meeting certain guidelines criteria, but
essentially local and therefore tending to always be unique in design and
character.

What this suggests is that longitudinal studies assessing program
efficacy ( studies in which the educational level of a youngster according
to some grade level criterton determined by the LEA. is compared against
the level of that same youngster last year or the year before) do_ make
sense. Studies trying to discern best practices ( by comparing progress
across systems and berweet groups) are likely to lie. far less meaningful.

---And-yet, programs-such-as-ritle t cannot be presured workn
because their aims are desirable and ue Vrould lile then to taric. Ihe
entire public process should have an interest in naking (All), the co-mariltaterits
in this broad field proven to produce lasting benefits, not tenporarily
"hypoed" change or a mere demonstration of societal concern. Tie prohleu
of elf ectivey helping 'the disadvantaged iD succeed is too vitally importa

Within the limitations these Chougats suggest, there is enough evidkace
in existing research that educational funding level has little to do witli
achievement, 'to warrant thorough-going testing of basic program assumptions

12
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behind le I, E. Edu oat lomat at a11anliit Js a furi
socicecoraosjc factors in which-: the sThOc 1 f_s part 1 a

iipiec set:of Inf lueuces in the backgraamd aad ivirorner
yosung poop Scholars in the f leLd also remit-Id Lis of the range
of indi-vidTai dIfferauces involved. L.3I any school tliete -tends to
be.a wide 'range of ability and learPiag, _ point arg-uing for processes
as individ-ual as possible.

Clearly, this is a field in wKiclz thet are 6er ious 11ttatiofls
cy tine appaicati.om of so ciel sciences'- cultent corficlence that
t Can cluaiitJ_fy meaningfully the raeasutes of the eff-ecviveneos of

a process vtlich,, when_ oat analyzes AL, one fia.ds liee-vily dependent
upon_ aary lersanal, LndLvidUa1 variabLes, the pies t bAsic of fella ch
irz this ease is the indrvidual teaclier..

The TaAde dtversity In fact, polariz tion -- =f views about howeve the ffctthress of ethicat ion of disadventaged eklildren
certainly makeS it clear th t there can be mo easy generalizoti.oas or
conclusdons... , no clam- opiantification. Of cia.ta th8t Supportu any
pertcular aryprimcb conClusiVely, The p4Or flow Of in-fornlaioilin the educational syster ( up arid dourn ) farther under-nines the
value of a research pxodiuct .

To evaivats m aas te Lest effectiveness and eff jniency, The
redetrettients f ef ec riv e e-valuatioo thiat are .024D-- ra.ther than
blea.ely pfrtos-Tia_ce level are z

1. The eNaluation must tsst th pr)gtain 's basic asurnp ons.
No evalu_ation of a policy level otdex can be judged ff active,
unless contructed around a test Of the assurinptdoas 1,ehind the
inter-ven tiryns a law- inamdates, It is the 'cast< 01 e-va uation
to test zsumptions about whAt works and w,hy Jt yliLt heap
identify co.rrect asunptLou So,. evaluatiorldesi.se must pxoduce
an organized analysjs to produce the da ta fro6 uhich can be
extrapolatd quantitative and quaiitati-ve insights , vAlidating,
refuti.ng , o r tmodliyIng the o-petative se t o-f ass ump tions bs-
hirld law arLd practice.

2. TvaJuatien mtut proceed f-rorn clear- defimit ions of the probleni
.ahiressed ald the progtata in ter-veration tude, Defir4jon is vital,
_Laking Jt, oru caranot be Ce7tain that ha t s belt% !measured is,
iu fact, th-e response to the or-iginal DIOS len', it rQjght merely
te the proglaa2 ra_tions.le hjh, ll_ke a pro tective coat, keeps many
yro graias "u2ari" even after well-diStancing original furposes.



One alsoca not he sure, lacking clear definition, that the
measurements which evalutation arrives at really relate to
or provide relevant feedback in terns of Congressional intent,
or represent significant insights.

3. Everyone who is key must want the evaluation and work at making
it work, whether Congressional Committee(s), OM, OE/HEW or N1E-
and local level education administrators.

4. Regrettably, there can be no objectiVe meaningful evaluation
of education cost effectiveness, because there is no accurately
testable correlation between ex-enditures Co roduce the inter-
vention and 2rogram implementation ( cLe.ar, visible evidene':of
something like $300, in value ihoving up - value of services, that

Rrojgram outcome Pt_performance and finally, prograkinpact.

All -e important. All have significance in this present con ext.

These are dhe problems of approach we believe must be taken into accotintr
ill any professional, objective evaluation of 7itle I compensatory
education. The Council matntains that in any, professional evaluatio
of E.S.E.A. -

The evaluation MUst b ing precision to dne correlation
between expenditures, implementation, outcome and impact
which in we11-administered programs should be on-going;

The b'est measurement of eff_ctiveness is longitudinal -
that is, over a long enough term to reflect adecv.ately
whether.the benefit and-gain laat

To provide the most valid test of operat ve assumptions,
the evaluation must openly explore and weigh altetnatives.
(For in the search for the est "fruit", it is mot enough

merely compare apples).

nce R n the 0E/NIE Studies

In December, 1974, NIE published its Research Plan for Compensatory
Education; by March,1975, RFPa were being issued in a series now (as of
December, 1975) nearly complete. The OE timetable was comparabAe.

On January 31, 1975 the Council reported to Congress and the
xecutive tba various questione and reservations it had about the vay
dm Which the OE/NIE programs of study were taking shape.

14
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la the fall of 1974, the National Advisory Council observed that
OE and NIE were making ready research plans, that coordination was weak,
aaddhat die Council itself had been informed but was not being closcly _

consulted. The agencies seemed to.assume that their studies were so
different in design that the value in inter-agency consultation was small.

The Council took the initiative to ask for close consultation.
However, for many months,the arrangements proved,weak, usually consisting
primarily of the agency advising the Council when it was about to take
a course of action the agenty had already decided upon.

At the same time the Council found in VICE and other bodies
improved means of coordination and impact for its views:

The.Conncil's concern about coordination has resulted in dhe
formation of an appropriate FICE working group; as one indica-
tion of progressin cooperation, this working group now has
agreed to a sharing of instruments before going to forms-
clearance stage, faciliteting cooperation.

o There are now monthly meetings between c) and NIE staffs in-
volved in these studies, with the NACEDC invited to be present.

9 -



PART II7
COMNENTS REGARDING THE NIE

"RESEARCH FLAN : CORPENSATORY EDUCATION STUDY"
AND THE RFEs MITCH FLOWED FROM IT

Xotally apart from questions of design, the _echanics of handling
the baitiation'of wide-ranging major research within a very limited
time frame clearly created problems for-the agencies involved, especially
N1I. For the VIE approach heavily depended upon gaining school district
cooperation"; a difficult matter. A typixal s-chool district is asked to
co.operate in scim 50 surveys and studies annually by DEW alpha.

District Se le_ ion

word Is in order about the way in which N1E deveiopd itsselcct1on
of.di- ricts to be involved in-tvo of the major studies of its search
program, for both processes appear weak.

For one major phase of its study, the demonstration projects, NIE
sought nominations through the state Departments of Education -- an
extended process which meant daat the feedback formalizing a district
agreement to cooperate and participate may have taken longer than the
time,available. The willingness and ability ,to nominate, within a state,
depended upon internal politics as well as ability to act in time. Honstan
.gOtinto_the_study_tecause a_Houston_school official.heard_ahout_it_
dUrimg meetings in WaShington and successfully asked her state to pro-

e nomination. New York, Chicago and Los Angeles also wanted to
participate, according to NIE,- but their states did not nominate them .

tal.iominations were far below expec,-tion.- Out of 50 states_
.that could have nominated,two_LEAs, only 27 districts were nominated,
from whiCh Nig then selected.16 proposals as the "best Written". The'

result, we suspect, Ls that tile districts in this phase of the study
re not as representative as they should have been.

Another major phase of Che study is District Survey I, a la ge survey
f ftactices in compensatory education in 105 districte. This too has prob-

lems of representativeness. To draw this sample, NIE.first divided the.

nation's 16,000 school districts in thirdm by size. The 5433 larger
-districts were then assumed to be large, the next third medium,and so forth.

- 10 -



NIE then proceeded to draw equal samples from each of these thirds, to
prise the final 105.

Because it has nut been provided ith the necessary informmtion,
is keeping confidential Che list of the 105 districts involved

the interest of helping assure'their cooperation), the Council does
not know the degree to which the N1E-selected sampLe of districts is
effectively representative. Nonetheless, Merely on the basis of N1E's
sampling method, we have a serious question. There is a major question, ,

as to the kind of representativeness that would have been best. NIE
points out that its sampling technique sought to produce a sample rept
tative of the nation's approximately 16,000 school districts; in this
approach, the districts in the largest third by student size would
comprise a third of the sample.

The Council advised VIE that far preferable would be sampling repre-
sentative not of districts per se, but of student population and program
cost. The very large districts do in fact have a proportion of the
tal ILt1e I students that Is far beyond their numbers as districts,

and they have special administrative problems with their Title I
programs also.

The point is not minor. NIE deemed that a district was large if
it had over 16,00U students, as it turned out; the Council deems a
large district to be more on the order of 100,000 students.

VIE Research Objectives

_ Cotpensatory describes--
ale objectives of the research in language which includes:

This study's proper concern is with the adequacy of educational
programs provided to students. It will examine prograhs and
loek for identifiable factors in funding, organization and
instructional methods that explain sucoes

While we will deal later with the way NIE has assembled cooperattn
districts , it is worth noting here that identifying and explaining
success ( requiring focus on programs known as successful) probably
would have led to an entirely different approach from that which VIE did
in fact follow in asking state Departments of Education for nominations.
For in the practice followed, cooperation tended to be the dominant key,
not known succesE .

The' NIE Plan warns of difficulties fectnig this recear h which-are
inherent in the educational field:



Lack of uniform standards of assessment; there are so many
variables that na effort at uniformity could be fair.

Shortcomings Of existing data; what data does exist on
educational progress is sketchy and unreliable, there is no
uniform testing, and NIE will not provide it. NIE warns of
the difficulties facing their statutorily required research.

Ihe NIE Plan recognizes dhat there is a gmeat degree of.lccal
autonomy in development of dhe Title I E.S.f.A..program. Therefore NIS
considers it important to examine, in a range of districts, what
goals each local district has set fox the Title Iprogram ( e.g.,
special emphasis on bi-lingual instruction in some areas), what
relationship there is between these stated objectives and program
approaches, techniques and.implementation, and what procedures the
school system employs to evaluate Title I success itself.

In MIE's study design, District Survey II will "study the ef-
veness of individualized instruction in_the teaching of
ng and math."

Congress obviously is quite favorab y impressed ly the results and
.

ntiel results ii.t.individualized writ en plans as the.cornerstone
individualized-instruction.- La the 1974 education mmendments to the
E.A., in fact, section 141 of the law was amended to provide that

"It Is the intent of the Congress to encourage, where feasible, the
elopment for each educationally deprived child...of an individualized
ten educational plan (maintained and-periodically evaluated),

agreed upon -Sointly.by the local educaticnal agency, a-parent or
uardien of the Child, and when appropriate, the child."

We commend NIE for the extensive way in which it-has-been alert
is special Congressional interest and has mapped studies to

examine this approach.

Individualized instruction obviously is not "one to one." Rather,
sa NIE, the keST chaacterjstje of individually tailored instruction
is "student progress and remedial instruction which is based on student
performance on tha progress tests and allows students to proceed at their
wn rates." Stnndardized.instruction has a class speed which represents
Uorm C with the brighter youngsters either given special assignments

or becoming b -ad, and with the lagging youngsters getting only the
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at entiam the _eacher can spa_e The individualized InstructIon
intrest tcrii1E, Is to compare each student's skills (usually in
reading and math) rot-against a class noLm, but against a "standard
inStrument"._which identifies deviations in learning rates calling'
ter individual learning plans which are then carried out to the
ability of the teacher in that same class grout).

N1E contractor under this award will examine:

It uctiomal techniques

How compensato6 ediiCalion activities are coordinated with
regular instruction (such_coordination bein assumed desirable
Is it separate and ire1aedIalul 1 Or is compensatory education more-
subliminal and system wide

What systen (If ny) of stated performance objectives does the
district employ 7

The goals include determining dhe aspects of indlvid.uaiiaation that
are most crucial, assessing methods for involving parents, determining
conditions for successful implementation.

The contractor also is advised that N1E is not interested in the
"unusual classroom with pioneering work in it that too often depends
upon the unusual teachers. (ALthoUgh another section of the study, that
which se ks innovativepractiCes end programs, certainly will depend qui e
heavily upon tindtng the unusual classroom with pioneering viork)

Research on Allocation of Funds, the second major category of
research,-seeks to "determine the results of possible changes-In federal
regulations,governing local school,districts' management and deiivery of
compensatory education services under 'Title I."

Notwithstanding the research objective of testing both concentration
and diffusion of available funding as deviations from present
regulationset practices, it is interesting to note that all 16
districts selected for this experimentphase, NIE reports, have stated
in their proposals that, if accepted and given freedom to deviate
from normal HEW rules, theY would disperse the funds far more
(that is use the funds in a thinned out way to provide services
to far more.of the total. number of disadvantage student* in the
district).
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This is a resilt whose meaning NL1 should probe and not
merely accept. Does it mean that the districts uniformly
believe that the way to improve program effectiveness is
through leas expenditure per target pupil, spreading the
program impact over more pupils? OT on Che other hand, doe
it reflect local,political and operational pressures to try to
help as many youngsters as possible? Or neither,.or, both?
Uniform as it ia, the district response pattern certainly holds
some significance, even as that pattern tends to vitiate the
original intent that'the demonstrations test both concentration
and diffusien of funds from the present normal pattern.

Also, while the work-statezaetit does not specifically call
it, we believe it important'for effective .cost-analysis that

the study coordinator in each School be asked to.identlfy all"
the major Title-1 dollars.which proportionately end
up allocable and attributable to given compensatory programs,
difficult as this will be because of co-mingling.

In addition, N1E has granted another series o
supportive studies. Four &Wards are for atudies o
Designs to Current Fractice in Compensatory Educat

--desirable step. "OWhers commiasion studies-of pro&
operating characteristics End other matters'.

awards for
"Alternative.
" a most
goals,

We urge that ho every study there be en asis upon Identifying
keys to success. What works? Why? Amother: Chat there not be
emaminatiOn of Che school end of school programs in isolation,
but inclusion of the-communit/Is educational impact and value.
For if socio-economic factors now are a drag uponlearning, should
they not be a focus of research attention as much-as is the classroom

Sole Source

All of the main awards fo
were by competitive bid, exCept-one.

arch under this broad pro

One of the contra VIE Issued in this work-program was
on a sole source basis to the Lawyers Committee for Civil
Rights Under Law. This organization periodically emgages In
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litigation against various agencies such as state_ education
departments and school districts. Their contract isjor
research into state-by-state legal standards in the admntsc
of compensatory education.

, One must question this arrangement. By the award, NIB has---
inhibited an advocacy group. One also must qUestion'the basic
conflict in the contractor's action accepting such an award,
with its stipularions against use of the-researCh -findings in
actions against maltA-of government when such legal action is the
Committee's frequent practice.

Certainly the agency's justification for making this averd
sole-source, uncompetitively, should be public. The Council has
been provided with a copy; the Council remains concerned about
the propriety.

S:Ilmmary Observat±oø

:Our: main conclusIons about NIE's procedures in inLtia
these studies are:

o That the quality of the study program has;beem reduced
as the resut of the short time frame available to
engender school district responses and cooperation
rhat need to be representative.

_

o . That with the demonstrations there should have been
a more deliberate effort to select districts in a manner
producing representativeness, rather than relying upon
self-selection dx state selection with consequent bias.

o Tharall majo
awarded on e
and complex a

cdntraets should have been dompetitiveLY
ements Of a matter as emotionallycharged
compensatory education's evaluation.

These shortcomings certainly are not all attributable to NIg;,_
Congress, after all, was a:maJor factor in the tight timetable and:
extensive evaluation scope. Nevertheless, the problens.poiht to
the need-far improved research management across the board, from
the legislative to the action stages.
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nerjnust keep ,ln mind_a_healthy skepticis_ as-to whe
answer lies la programs at all.

When the District 1 survey in truments take final form,
we urge NIE to make certain that those instruments cover

,

what have been suggested elsewhere as factors in the delivery
of improved learning rates among the disadvantaged:

class size (smaller the bett -)

school size (small also'is better)
teacher experience
teacher ability'and preparat on
familylneighborhood cultural V-Ar-iAbles
year !roOnd influence
contInuity year to year thrOugh-sehool
citizens' involvement and responsibility

(HOur the educational system involves parents and
how the parents perceive themselves as having role
and responsibility)

What about selecting schools in differing types of neighborhoods
so as to allow and control for the ton-school.environments?

To tho .extent that NIE and OE studies do not define- and
examine true alternatives it becomes Very important for the
literature search to discover as much in Che way of imaginative
experimentation as cen be found and described.

Other Comment

The bacicground literature and analysis seem to pass over
certain other major i s:

1. Haw to assess:supplantation, if:any. (Queried about
this, NIE:-said that this only-could be discerned through aud
arrangements, but If So why'not seek,that audit with 3-4
cooperating districts to test whether this appears te be a
prOblem worthy of more attention later?) The Council recommends-
that the new Title I regulations must define supplantation
clearly. DREW issued these regulations in draft form, for
comment, March 11, 1975. It, is highly regrettahle that DHEW
still has. not finalized these important guidelines.

2. What con be done to conipazs progress by students

-16-
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given compensatory education and groups of similar backgrounds
not given such special aid? This is critical to the underlying
assumptions -of Title I.

_ There should be a clear dIrection to the contractors
amining Title I prograno (especially under Survey I) to

develop data comparing the level of education, experience
and skill of teachers working with disadvantaged children

vs. children of.more.affluent backgrounds in the same system
frequency of substitutes, and other such data to assess what
the school system "normally" makes available per disadvantaged
youngster vs. other children

4. Is the compensatory
and negated by other activit
school system?

education special aid being un-done
es and practices within the

5. How can there he aggresive explo ation of non-scho:l.
alte natiVes?

6. The study must also r q ire attention to the issue
of scale -- and by this we do not mean the size of the classroom.
To What degree have schools at the elementary level become larger
and better or worse? Is there a correlation between institutional
scale and quality in compensatory education? Is there a correlation
between scale and pyramided overhead?

7. In fact, what does the c mpensa
buy in various systems?

8. The Hawthorne effect: i
aPproach starts from a zero data
two year study of select district
After the districts have learned
allowances and corrective can the

-y education dollar

disturbing that the evaluation
e and will rely upon a future

starting data collection
ae-they are select. What
he for this?

.9. Congress'. expectation is the the NIE study results be
available to guide-tonsideration of new legislation as of
September, 1977, maY, although necessary, be too optimistic.

Beyond these issues of project administration there lies
a larger question. The larger significance of evaluation lies
in assessing the efficacy of doing anything at all.. In this'light,
we believe that study of Me effectiveness of compensatory education
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kyREA_1(21aa_tma Ls mo valuable as a measure of program ef-
'licacy'than the S tatutorily required NIE studies of program
adminiatratiOn amd of the factors behind apparent variance in
school distriXt success with compensatory education. Amd this
longer term ement of efficacy is the teak of-the second major
evaluation pro that of the Office of Education (OE).



THE OFFICE OF EIARATION
RESEARCH hAN FOR LONCLTUDINAL STUDY

The Office of Education also is embarkin upon an ambitious-
*search agenda and plan, to examine the effec iveness of com-

pensatory education longtudinalLy: over years. OE's contractor
will "track" the educational progress of a large number of disad-
vantaged young people over five years, with.a sixth year a possi-
bility.

While scope of the original study design now:is being hal ed,
the result of Congressional concern for its cost, our anal sis
based upon the original plan since as of this date the design
he-reduced study has not been finally determined, OE adviSes,
alone communicated Co us.

ItLILL.11
As originally contemplated, the longitudinal approach wcruld

t with the development of a sample comprised of some 5,000 dis-
ntaged young people now enrolled in early primary grades, rhe

contractor then would follow the progress of these individuals,
(Uveloping a comprehensive data base about their educational eK-
osure and success.

-

The sample will not be l±mited to students receiving special
mpensatory education that is federally financed. In fact, the
4Mber of individuals in the sample will be of sufficient magni-

tude to permit the cross-comparisons lin will not be able to pro-
duce, among and between those in varying basic situations vis a vis
mpensatory education:

Stud nts whose education has been financed th
Title I funds only;

ugh

Students whose cost-of-educatton involves not only
Title 1 but state and local funds as well, altogethe-

Students who, although disadvantaged, are in schools
and programs that only involve state and local fundin

Students receivin n formal c- pensatory program.
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It is helpful to summarize the 'main tasls of the ADE study;

1. From,a national sample of 5,000 schoola, get 400 to agree
to participate. Load this sample of sch.00ls -with an cctra pro-
portion of inner city schools to compensate for the fact tluat, nis-
torically, these schools Ll1 be low in tbeir respotth to
that they participate.

a request
.

2.. Develop a battery of iata collection imatrumetts on matters
including; student background,stvdent condition and health student
attendance and program participation . llodify misting or new in-
struments to free them of biases as touch 4R possible..

3. Field-test procedures In some 20 schools.

4. Train local coord1mators, including tTainimg them in
test administration and survey management.

5. Make cost effectivemess studies of vari

Make a participatlom silbstudy.

Identify Program successes and failures.

preaches .

8. Develop detailed specifications of study issues. Develop
detailed data collection and management plam=

9. Monitor and ma n -vies activities.

10. Prepare reports and other study prodmicts.

Council's Reactio .e E Research TLa

Our continents reg riling this study plan are limited by-
factors. The _tudy's final form and du.ration are uncertain..
And we have not yet received for review a copy of the contract
involved, which presumably will be different and mmre detailed
than the Request fOr Proposal (RTP).

With these eavea*: our reviaw has fonnd the CE approach
essentially sound. kwever we do have several reservatioms uh ch
even at this date invo/ve poimts of approach and of methodology
wfilCh:can be tmproved:



1. The houl survey is all-important and must be g ven
special attention by the contractor. The home survey, in
fact, should reveal far more about readiness to learn and ability
to learn, than will be_derived from observing and assessing the
individual students in the school.

As now articulated, the home survey appears CO ask the
contractor to emphasize assessing economic status of the family.
This is far too narrow an aperture through which to see and
assess factors relevant to learning. The OE Work Statement does
recognize the socio-cultural factors; what we ask isthat there
be emphasis upon analyzing them. There is some correlation be-
tween povertY and a poverty of educational interest, but by no
means a direct and dependable one.

2. By now, government should be well-tuned to the impor-
tance of drawing survey instruments broadly assessing the socio-
-cultural environment and context, in evaluations,assessing the
impact and efficacy of institutional intervention. As one ex-
ample, we point to the on-going longitudinal study 0E0 started
5-6 years ago, "tracking" the status of some 5,000 poor and near-
poor families (a study continuing under DHEW auspices). One
criticism of-this study's design has been its underanalysis of the
socio7cultural factors in economic success and fa'lure.

We urge strong focus, in this new OE study of 5,000 dis-
advantaged youngsters, upon development of comprehensive infor-
mation about the socio-cultural background of the 5,000 families
from which these 5,000 young people come. For if the etudy does
not "controZ" for the non-school environment, there in no way ti
study can-assess school program effectivenens (a point equal
application to the NTE researck plan reviewed earZier).

3. We believe that the OE work statement tends to under-
recognize the problems that arise due to the frequency With which
family moves uproot families from neighborhood and school. The
annual rate of moving in our society averages one family in seven.
Cumulatively, this then is a major problem in any 5-6 year
longevity study.

It is one thing to maintain sample size by substituting
other young people for those who move (which OE asks its contractor
to do).; ittis something else to maintain sample representative-
ness. After all, it is logical L., project that over 5-6 years
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a large proportion of the original sample will have moved. Be-
-sides, is the sample really representative if the- contractor
always is removing from it the students who move, whose ex-
perience of educational discontinuity is an important part of
the real world (and probably an important factor in lagging
learning rates)?

4. The contractor is asked to keep a log of each student's relevant
educational experience and participation. Fine. This log should
encompass an school activities, however, not merely the student's
exposure to compensatory approaches and systems. Foro of what
value is it to record and analyze the effect of a "supplement"
without recording and analyzing as well the student's basic
educational "diet" to which it is a supplement? Of particu-
lar importance, we suggest, would be a base-mapping of the
student's linkages and peer group. To what extent can such net-
21)orks be mapped as a step toward assessing whether the school
peocess is in fact reaching and turning-on the youngster by
maching the_value base on which his_ses for action (e.g.,
his interest in educa rest?

We also believe that the OE study must be of a duration longer
than the 5-6 years now envisioned. Our reasons are significant
enough to be set forth under separate heading, dealing with the
issue of Effi=1L.

28
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PART IV

GENERAL COMIENTS REGARDING EFFICACY

Any major evaluation of a public program and policy must ad-
dress issues at two levels:

Questions of technique, and

Questions of efficacy.

Both the NIE and the OE evaluations seek to assess effective-
ness. Neither study will do this. Both focus upon performance
under present conditions only. Effectiveness has yet to be well
defined.

.No norm or standard is provided; in fact, a majOr ob ective
in both research programs is examining-present performance under
present conditions with NIE focusing upon institutional per-
formance and with OE focusing upon achievement gain by the indi-
vidual.

When.effectiveness_is measured- as -11 as the standard b
which it is measured constitutes a critical issue It is our
opinion that a major difficulty if not waknes,s in these NIE and
OE efforts to evaluate Title I, E.S.E.A., is their expectation that .
effectiveness can be measured in terms of improved rate of advance
at the time: that is, improvement in cognitiVe skills _during

ecial, aumented education Title I makes_ p22.4Apil.

The _Congressional mandate for the NIE studies specifically
asks for assessment of effectiveness. We prefer to interpret
effectiveness as carrying strong implications of a- change that
endures: that is, a change for the better in the level of cognitive
skill, knowledge and interest which Title I students carry. from
school into adult life.

The experience of the adult remedial .education programs em-
bodied in such activities as those of the National Alliance of
Businessmen-(NAB)."provides a relevant example.- WhercNAB'started
Sponsoringin7plant_ worker_ remedial education in 1968, many of .

--the illiterates and-near-illiterates--they.enrolled were people
whoSe -childhood educations once carrie&them -well into high schoOl
_and _even college.. .In fact,- the pioneering Texas program on whose
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experience much of the NAB program was based involved some 80
workers testing at.below fifth grade level. Of this group-, a
third were high school educated; five even had been to college
(but lacked degrees).

A major educational problem which schools alone probably
can do little to overcome is the effect of a life-style in which
one's work does not require extensive verbal and mathematical
skills, coupled with the electronic age in which there usually is
small reliance upon newspapers and books. In other words, what
the schools have to contend with is a life-style in which the
paraphernalia and reinforcements that maintain educational
competency through daily experience are, for many, weak or non-
existent.

An examinat on of effectiveness only can be undertaken
over a span of time, that is, longitudinally, and with well-constructed
control for all other variables, especially cultural, social
and economic. Examining shorter term manifestat!-,ons of effectiveness
runs the great risk of being misled by transitory changes soon
overwhelmed by the other and more influencial factors which the
school program does not substantially impact upon, let alone
control, especially home and environment.

Of course, if such an erosion of advantage would be discovered
(and there is enough evidence of the probability in the Head
Start experience alone to justify looking into it), this would
not imply fault in the process of education as much as the danger
in expecting education alone to overcome the negative factors and
influences schools themselves cannot control-or offset.

The implications of these comments, for both the NIE and OE
study designs, really run in two directions. We see nothing in the
NIE design which really assess efficacy in the long range manner
we believe essential. It is much more a study in the effectiveness
of process than of program effectiveness. The OE study
design will collect data for three years on a sample of youngsters
now in the first six grades (thus, for those in the sixth grade
the first year of the study, following them through the eighth)
OE suggests as an option to be determined later, that of following
classes through the ninth grade as well, in a fourth and fifth
year of the study. This and more should be done.

3 0
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Significance re: OE tud

Wesuest that It should be ossible to extend the study
frame without added expns, by rearranging the sample. For
example, it probably is of little value to measure the attainment
in the study's third year, of youngsters in the first grade
who will not be assessed again thereafter; why not shift this

commitment of funds into more focus upon measurement of
achievment levels at higher years (comparing Title I eligibles
who have been recepienLs of Title I special attention and Title I
eligibles who have not)?

Even while exploring all such possibilities for lengthening
the years studied by OE, we also suggest two other steps that

-might well telescppe the activity, bringing savings that
make extension Possible:

1. Studying compensatory education levels every other
year, deriving the inbetween achievement level through
extrapolation.

2. "Mining" exIsting records (e.g., asNIE is endeavoring
6:)-do with the Rhode Island records that reportedly show
achievement levels for the past ten years.



PART V

COORDINATION

---
Question has been raised as to the overlap, if any, between

NIE and.0E-plans to analyze and evaluate the effectiveness of
Title I compensatory education approaches.

In thiS regard, both studies_aim at analyzing the fundamental
purposes and effectiveness of compensatory education.approaches
and programs, and therefore they should have significant cross-
overs. Regrettably, in our judgement, they have been avoided
by the agencies.

Comments Regarding Coordination

The focus of coordination between the agency staffs
concerned for these two studies seems to be at the protedutal
level, and even that must be adjudged weak. While the two
staffs make sure they literally do not get in each other's way,
coordination of a positive sort seems of a low order.
Exatple: For-months, OE did not receive copies of the NIE RFPs-
and apparently did not feel the need to even ask for them until
a periodic review session September 4th surfaced the point.

In addition, we question the decision by the NIE-OE project
managers to deliberately avoid including any of the same cities
in their_studies, in the interest ofminimizing the burden an
cooperatinv school systems; yet in combination these two studies,
while eapecially involved, rePresent but a small part of the
annual burden of studies and reporting in school districts
most of which is mandated in order to receive funds. It would
seem that there should have been a deliberate effort to build
bridges and crossovers between the.deta sets these two studies

-will present.

The need for improved coordination actually goes all the way
back in the anatomy of these two studies, to the fact that NIE
and 0Ereport to different sub-committees in the House of Representatives-.

The Council also is _concerned about another weakness in coor-
dination and contact which our study has revealed: there appears
to be a tendency among those commissioned to evaluate a prograra,
to de:sp with minimal contact with,the program's administrators.

-:-It_appears that NIE has not made sufficient effort to extract in-
sitbts and information, if not also data,'f ot the records and



depth of staff insight to be found in the DREW office admin s-
tering Title I, E.S.E.A. That office has ten years' background
in:this Rrogram. While independent evaluation has the advantages
of fresh insights and objectivity, it still makes sense to
glean as much as possible from the older, established center
of expertise about the Title I program.

The council recommends that especially at this late date,
the compensatory education program adMinistrators in DHEW be
d'grEly involved in advising the OE and NIE Title I evaluations.



OONdLUSION

EVALUATION is an essential element of the effective and su
tained upgrading of program performance.

The practice of it, however, requires great care. As we haVe
tried to point out here, out of the OE and N1E efforts te mount
major evaluations of Title 1, E.S.E.A. the government can learn,
some valuable operational lessons for this and,other occasions !

the need to plan well allowing ample time to carry out the Plan
well; the need to coordinate,- the need to derive maximum
value from existing sources and records, the need to insist on
representativeness, the need to structdre the evaluation so that
it really measutes lasting impact, the need to imaginatively con-
sider alternatives, and the need to truly welcome and involve
public participation.

This is what good government is all about.

3 4
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PERTINMT EXC

APPENDIX

TS FROM P L. 93-380

mictemoN Aim-mom OF 1974

"PltiVILATf 'Y.:VALUATION

"Sw. 151. (a) l'he Commite-doner shall provide for hulependent
evaluations whiith describe mid measure the impact, of programs and
projects ruaiisted under this Sind! evaluations may Ire pi.ovided b
contract or other n.rrangements, and All Ruch evaluations shall ha mai
by competent and independent persons, and shall include, whenever
possible, opillioni obtained from program or projeet participants
flinnIt. 1 ha strengths and wenkmssi.s of such prtlgivilis or pi.oji.cts.

"(11) The CoillutiMIMIPI Minn dm.elop find publish standards 'for
evnlinit ion of pi.ogism or project effectiveness the
obj;:cl ices of the; itle.

t(e) NMI II. where it ppi-oprintr. eonsillt wit lt
meies lii ii der 10 Provide lor siamsureit ohjiei ire prelim! ion

this title within anr prognIIIR pi.opets muler

"(d) Toe 1. oullowslimer sholl provide to Stale educational ageneit,s,
models for oval Hat hills of ijil programs 14111,11111 ell under this Iii iii rnr
hipir ill flirrying 11111 (IIPir f tinder meet uni HMO,

shall liii iii Ii lIlIIfd,t m prof-941m eI mid eriiprill he utilized by loyal
ccluentional agencies, ns well as by the State agency in the evaluation
of such programs.

"(e) rim Commissioner shall _provide such technical and other
assistance as may ba necessary to State educational agencies to enable
them to assist local educational agencies in tile development and appli-
cation of a systematic evaluation of programs in accordance with the
models developed by the Commissioner.

"(f) The models developed by the Coninlimioner shall Spec ii
objective criteria which shall be utilized in the evaluation of all pro-
grams and shall outline techniques (such as longitudinal studies of

involved ill sueli progrnms) flIrt methodology (such italic use
of tests which yield comparable results) for producing data which aro, .

on a statewide and IittLionwiue oasis.
"(g) Tin C'oininissioner shall make a report to the respective com-

mittees of the Cmgress having legislatii,e jurisdiction over pingi.ains
authorized by this title and the respective Committees on Appropria-
tions concernmg his progress in carrying out this section not later
than January 3 1, 19M, and thereafter he shall report to such commit-
tees no later than-January 31 of enell calendar year the results of the
evaluations of pilighlins and pi.ojeets required under this section,
which shrill be comprehensive and detailed, cis up-to-date ns possible,
Slid bused to the maximum extent possible on objective measurements,
together with ally other related findings and evaluations, mid his
recommendations with respect to

"(h) The Commissioner shall also develop a system for the grit hei .
big and dissentilintioll of i.estilts of evaluations and for the ident Hien-
I ion of eseuiplai7 programs and projeelit, or of particularly ellitcti re
dements of programs .and projects, and for the dissemination of
information concerning such programs end projects or such elements
llicreof to State and local educational agencies responsible for the
design and conduct of..prownms and projects under this title, nnd
ri t htt education profeasIon and the general public.



"ANNITAL. ev.u.uATtos. uercarra

. 417. Not later than November 1 of each yea . the Seem-tary all tra to the Committee on Education and-Labor
Irouse of Representatives and the Committee on Labor .and Publie
Welfare- of the Senate an alumni valuation report which evaluates
the effectiveness of applicable programs in achieving their kgislated
pnrposes together with recommendations relating to such programs
for the improvement of such programs which willt result in greater
effectiveness in achieving such purposes. In the case'of any evaluation
report evaluating specifie _programs and projects, suchTeport shall

" (A) set forth goals and specific objectives in qualitative and
quantitative terms for allrprograms and projects assisted under
tile applicable program concerned and relate those goals and
objectives to the purposes of such program ;

(B ) contain information on the progress being made during
the previous fiscal year toward the achievement of Such goals andobjectives:

(C) describe th cost and benefits of the applicable-program
being evaluated during he previous fiscal rear and identify which
sectors of the public receive the benefits o( such program and bear
the costs of such program;

(D) contain plans for implementing eorrtivc action and
reCommendations for new or amended legislation where war-ranted;

"( E) contain a listing identifying the principal analyses and
studies supporting the major conclusions anti recommendations in'the report; and -

"(F) be prepared in concise summary.: form with necessary
detailed data and appendices.

"(2) In the ease of programs and projects assisted under title I of
the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of IDM, the reportunder this subiection shall include a survey of how many of the Chil-
dren counted under section 103 (c) of such Act _paiticipate in such
programs and projects, and how many a such children do not, and
a survey of how many educationally disadvantaged children partici-
pate in such proeTa rns and projects, and how many educationally dis-
advantaged children do not. For pum.s of the preceding sentence,
the teem 'educationally disadvantagedchildren' refers to children who
are achieving one or more yeers behind the achievement expected at
the appropriate grade level for such children.

"(b) Each evaluation report submitted pursuant to subsection (a)
shall contain: (I) a brief description of each contract or grant for
evaluation of anyprogram (whether or not such contract or grant was
made under section 4-16) any part of the performance of which
occurred during the preceding year

i
(2) the name of the firm or

individual who is to carry out the evaluation, and (3) the amount to bei paid under the contract or grtint.

OY P'URPO5T. JD Zrimorrez rag' or coge arORY ZDU TIONmama
SM. 821. (a) In addition to the other authorities, responsibilities

and duties conferred upon the ,National Institute of Education (here-
inafter referred to as the qnstitute") by section 405 of the General
Education Provisions Act and notwithstanding the second sentence
of subsection (b) (1) of such section 405, the Institute shall undertake
a thorough evaluation and study of compensatory education prugrams,



including such programs condUcted by States and such programs con_
ducted under title I of the Elementery and Sezondary Education Act
of 1965. Such study shall include

(1) an examinnt ion of the fundnmental purposes of such pro-
grams, and I he effeetivemess of such programs in attaining such
purposes;

(2) en annlysis of means to identify accurately the children
who helve the greatest need for such progrnms, in keeping with
the hindarnent al purpnees thereof ;

(3) an analysis of the effectiveness of methods Awl plocedures
for meeting the educational needs of children, including the use
of individualized written educational piens for children, and
programs for training the teachers of children;

(4) an exploration of elternative methodm, inehiding the ise
of procedures to assess educational diaadvantage, for distributing
funds under such programs to States, to State educational -agen-
eies, and te lood eduentionel agencies in an equitable And efficient
manner, which will eccunitely reflect current conditions end insure
thnt melt funds reneh the areas of greatest curient need and ere
effect i vely used for site.li areas;

(5) not more then 20 experimental programs, which shell be
reasonably geographically representative, to be edministered by
the Institute, ni cases where the Institute determines 'dint such
experimentel prognims ere necessary to carry out the purposes of
anises (1) through (4), end the ,Commissioner of Education is
authorized, notwithstanding any provision of title I of the Ele-
mentary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, at the request of
the InstitUta, to approve dm une of grants which erliteational agen-
cies are elipgible to receive under suck title 1 (in cases where the
agency eligilc fer such grant agrees to such Use) in order to carry
out slick experimental programs; and

(6) findings and recommendations, including recommendations
for changes in such title I or for new legislation, with respect to
the matters studied under clauses (1) through (5).

(b) The National Advisory Council on the Education of Disad.
vantaged Children shall advise the Institute with respect to the design
and execution of such study. The Commissioner of Education shell
obtain and transmit to the Institute latch information as it shall
request with respect to programs carried on under title I of the Act.

(c) The Institute shall make an interim repott to the President
and to the Congress not later than December 31, 1976, and shall nudu .
a final report thereto no later than nine months after the date of sub-
mission of such interim report, on the result of ita study emullicied
under this section. Any other provision of law, rule, or regillut ion to
the contrary notwithstanding, such reports Anil not be submitted to
nny review outside of the Institute before their transmit tel I n t Con-
grem, but the President and the Commissioner of Education may make
te the Congress such recommendations with respect to the contents of
the reports as each may deem appropriate.


